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In [3], we showed that the BorderGateway Protocol (BGP) is TuringComplete, assuming an infinitely-large Internet. Con-
cretely, it means that one can make BGP routers “compute” any algorithm. And, yes, it also means that, technically, one
can implement BGP. . . in BGP.

To proof this, we built, using BGP configurations: (i) all the logic gates (OR, AND, NOT); (ii) a 1-bit memory; and (iii) a
clock. By composing these pieces together one can be arbitrary combinatorial circuits which take BGP routes as inputs
and outputs. In these circuits, we encode 0 (resp. 1) by the absence of a route at given input (resp. output) routers. The
1-bit memory and the clock leverages well-known “wrong” BGP configurations in which BGP routers can converge to 2
distinct states (which we use to “store” a 0 or a 1 ), or oscillate perpetually [4].

The goal of this thesis is to build a framework to “visualize BGP computing”. The framework would consist of at least two
pieces. The first piece is a BGP circuit synthesizer which, given an description of a computation (e.g., addition of two un-
signedn -bit binarynumbers), generates the correspondingBGPcircuit andencode it in away that can run ina simulation
environment such as [1]. Technically, this step will require to design of the basic components of digital circuits (e.g., half
adders, full adders, flip-flops) out of BGP routers. Depending on the progress, one could go all the way to implementing
a full Arithmetic and Logic Unit (ALU).

The second piece is a visualization engine which, given the execution trace of the synthesized circuit, automatically pro-
duces a visualization of it in the form of a 2D-animation (e.g. a large SVG figure produced with [2]). Ideally, the visu-
alization engine would also produce a static view of the corresponding BGP circuit which could be displayed e.g. on a
website.

Pre-requisites This thesis is best-suited for a student with:

• An interest for formal reasoning, complexity theory, and digital circuit designs;

• A strong interest and appreciation for aesthetics. You do not need to be a designer or artist, but you need at least be
able to distinguish good design from bad design.

• A good knowledge of BGP. Ideally, you have followed “Communication Networks” (or equivalent) and performed
well in the routing project.

• Good programming skills (in any language), with possibly an interest in web technologies.

Contact

• Prof. Laurent Vanbever, lvanbever@ethz.ch

• Tibor Schneider, sctibor@ethz.ch
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